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                   TOPIC 10 
 Budgeting and household 
expenses  

  10.1   Overview  
 10.1.1 Introduction 
 Purchasing your � rst car is an important step on the path to becoming an independent adult. Knowing how 
much your car will cost to buy, insure and run will help you make the right choice when budgeting for your 
� rst vehicle.  

    10.2   Household expenses  
 10.2.1 Understanding household electricity and gas bills 

 •    Electricity and gas are supplied to our homes to help us keep warm and cool, to allow us to cook, and 
to provide lighting. 

 •    There are three main parts to our electricity and gas supply systems: wholesalers (or generators), 
 distributors and retailers. 

 •    Wholesalers produce electricity and extract gas. 
 •    Distributors own and maintain infrastructure such as power poles, wiring and gas lines. When there 

are disruptions to the electricity or gas supply, it is the distributors who are contacted to � x the 
 problem. 

 •    Retailers purchase electricity and gas from wholesalers and then sell them to customers. There are 
many electricity and gas options available to customers, and customers can select whichever deal best 

 LEARNING SEQUENCE 
10.1       Overview   
10.2       Household expenses   
10.3       Purchasing, running and maintaining a vehicle   
10.4       Budgeting   
10.5       Review   

CONTENT    
 • interpret and use information about a household’s electricity, water or gas usage and related charges and 

costs from household bills  AAM  ◊   

 •     plan for the purchase of a car  AAM  ◊    

 •     plan for the running and maintenance of a car  AAM  ◊      
 •   prepare a personal budget for a given income, taking into account � xed and discretionary spending 

(ACMGM004)  AAM  ◊         
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suits their needs. Therefore, it is important to know how much you will be charged per unit of energy 
used and what discounts are available before you sign any contracts.

 • The standard measurement of electricity consumption is kilowatt-hours, kWh. This is the average 
amount of electricity (in kilowatts) used per hour (1000 watts make up a kilowatt). Gas consumption 
is measured in megajoules, MJ.

 • To understand electricity and gas bills, it is important to know some of the terms that are used.

Mary Sample
123 Main Road
Sampleton, 0000

Inquiries: 555 888 000

123 456 789

12 Jan 2017

$286.00

Customer No.:

Due Date:

Total due:

Avg daily usage
Avg daily usage

Mar–May Jun–Aug Sep–Dec

20
15
10
5
0

Avg daily usage
Green house

Electricity usages and greenhouse
gas emissions

Your average daily use at:
123 Main Road, Sampleton, 0000

Average daily usage 9.74 kWh
Average daily cost $3.14

Energy account

Bill days is the number of days for the billing period.

Service to property is a fixed charge that is also called a ‘daily supply charge’.

Average daily usage is how much energy was used each day
on average.

Average cost per day is the how much you pay each day on
average for the billing period

Tariff

Billing period: 1 Sep – 1 Dec

Electricity charges (charges based on estimated meter reading)

Meter no. Bill days
Current
reading

Previous
reading Total usage

Charge/rate
c/kWh $ Exc. GST $ Inc. GST

Peak 111111

111111

91

91

793

4861

459

4309

334

552

28.9

12.8

$1.020/day

96.53

70.66

92.82

106.18

77.72

102.1091

Off-peak

Service to property

Charge/kWh: how much you are being charged, in cents, per kilowatt hour.

Peak and off-peak are the different time periods for electricity usage. They will have different charges per kWh
depending on the energy plan.

Interactivity: Electricity bills (int-6912)
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10.2.2 Understanding household water bills
 • Water is provided to homes and businesses through a series of water pipes that are managed and ser-

viced by providers.
 • Home owners are charged a fixed fee to provide water and remove water wastage, known as sewerage.
 • The amount of water used in the home over a fixed period, usually 3 months, is measured through a 

water meter fixed to the main water supply to the home . Home owners are charged for their water 
usage at a rate, in dollars, per kilolitre (kL).

1000 litres = 1 kilolitre

 • Note: GST does not apply to water bills.

WORKED EXAMPLE 1

The meter readings and charge/rates for a household are as shown.

Electricity charges (charges based on meter reading)

Billing period: 1 Jan – 31 March

Tariff
Meter 

no.
Bill 
days

Current 
reading

Previous 
reading

Total 
usage

Charge/rate
(c/kWh)

$ exc. 
GST

$ inc. 
GST

Peak   90 12 791 12 353 438 29.85    

Off-peak   90 2587 1883 704 13.87    

Service to property 90 $1.254/day    

Calculate the total bill amount.

THINK WRITE

1 Calculate the electricity usage by subtracting the 
previous reading from the current reading for both 
peak and off-peak

Peak: 12 791 − 12 353 = 438
Off-peak: 2587 − 1883 = 704

2 Calculate the cost for each time period by 
 multiplying the usage by the charge/rate.

Peak: 438 × 0.2985 = $130.74
Off-peak: 704 × 0.1337 = $94.12

3 Add GST by adding 10% of each amount. Peak: 10% × $130.74 = $13.074
$130.74 + $13.074 = $143.81
Off-peak: 10% × $94.12 = $9.412
$94.12 + $9.412 = $103.53
Total for usage = $143.81 + $103.53

= $247.34

4 Calculate the costs for service to property by 
multiplying the cost per day by the number of 
billing days.

Service costs = 1.254 × 90 
 = $112.86

5 Add 10% GST. 10% × $112.86 = $11.286
Service costs = $112.86 + $11.286

= $124.15

6 Find the total cost by adding the usage cost to the 
service cost.

Total cost = $247.34 + 124.15
= $371.49

7 Answer the question. The bill total is $371.49
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10.2.3 Understanding council rates
 • Councils provide services and infrastruc-

ture to people living in communities, such 
as parklands, libraries, rubbish collection 
and road maintenance. To support coun-
cils in providing these services, home 
owners pay council rates. 

 • Council rates are calculated as a percent-
age on the capital improved value of the 
land and buildings within the council 
municipality. The rate at which rates are 
charged — the rate in the dollar — is 
determined by finding how much revenue 
the council plans to raise and dividing 
this by the amount of capital improvement of land and buildings within the council municipality. For 
example, if the council plans to raise $15 million for the annual budget and there is $2 billion in capi-

tal improved value within the municipality, then the rate in the dollar is 15 000 000
2 000 000 000

= 0.0075. If the 

capital improvement on a rate payer’s house and land is $4 500 000, then the payable council rates for 
that property are 0.0075 × 4 500 000 = $3375.

 • Note: GST does not apply to council rates.

WORKED EXAMPLE 2

Calculate the water rates for a home with the following usage and fixed charges:

Bill details as of 31 March   Value Price

Water service charge 1 Jan to 31 Mar 22.51  

Sewerage service charge 1 Jan to 31 Mar 145.90  

Storm water 1 Jan to 31 Mar 18.70  

  Volume Charge/kL  

Water usage 55 $2.00/kL  

Recycled water usage 35 $1.79/kL  

THINK WRITE

1 Calculate the cost for the water usage by  
multiplying the volume by the cost.

Water usage = 55 × 2
= $110

2 Calculate the cost for the recycled water usage by 
multiplying the volume by the cost.

Recycled water = 35 × 1.79
= $62.65

3 Calculate the fixed service cost. 22.51 + 145.90 + 18.70 = 187.11

4 Add the fixed service cost to the water  
usage cost.

187.11 + 110 + 62.65 = $359.76

5 Answer the question. The water rates cost $359.76.
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Exercise 10.2 Household expenses
Understanding, fluency and communicating
1.  WE1  The meter readings and charge/rates for a household are as shown. Calculate the total bill 

amount. (Remember to include GST.) 

WORKED EXAMPLE 3

A council municipality plans to raise $15 million, and there is $3.25 billion in capital improved 
value in the municipality. Calculate the payable council rates for a property with $275 000 capital 
improved value. Write your answer correct to the nearest cent.

THINK WRITE

1 Find the rate in the dollar. Divide the revenue to 
be raised by the capital improved value.

15 000 000
3 250 000 000

= 15
3250

= 0.004 62
2 Multiply the rate in the dollar by the capital 

improved value
0.004 62 × 275 000 = $1269.23

3 Answer the question. The council rates payable are $1269.23.

J Citizen
111 High Street
City Town, 0000

Inquiries: 555 888 000

258 794 360

15 July 2017

Customer No.:

Due Date:

Total due:

Avg daily usage
Avg daily usage

Mar–May Jun–Aug Sep–Dec

20
15
10
5
0

Avg daily usage
Green house

Electricity usages and greenhouse
gas emissions

Your average daily use at:
111 High Street, City Town, 0000

Average daily usage
Average daily cost

Energy account

Tariff

Billing period: 1 April – 30 June

Electricity charges  (charges based on meter reading) 

Meter no. Bill days
Current
reading

Previous
reading Total usage

Charge/rate
(c/kWh) $ Exc. GST $ Inc. GST

Peak 20205

20205

91

91

5897

12370

5490

11841

25.84

12.95

$1.105/day91

Off-peak

Service to property
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2. Calculate the energy charges (excluding GST) for the following, giving your answers correct to the 
nearest cent.

  Energy usage Charge/rate

a. 563 kWh 10.56 c/kWh

b. 1070 MJ 2.629 c/MJ

c. 895 kWh 14.64 c/kWh

d. 6208 MJ 1.827 c/MJ

 3. The usage component of a family’s energy bill for a quarter is $545 excluding GST. The charge/rate is 
11.43 c/kWh. Calculate their energy usage for the quarter. Give your answer to the nearest whole 
number.

4. Part of an electricity bill is shown below.

Electricity charges (charges based on meter reading)

Billing period: 1 Sep – 31 Dec

Tariff
Meter 

no.
Bill 
days

Current 
reading

Previous 
reading

Total 
usage

Charge/rate 
(c/kWh)

$ exc. 
GST

$ inc. 
GST

All day 28 710 91 47 890 46 995   30.54    

Service to property 91 $1.017/day    

a. Write down:
i. the charge/rate
ii. the daily service to property fee
iii. the usage amount in kWh.

b. Calculate:
i. the amount charged for electricity usage excluding GST
ii. the total amount for the bill, including GST.

5. There is a 15% discount for customers who pay their energy bill before the due date. The energy 
usage of a customer is:
 • electricity: 456 kWh at 12.46 c/kWh
 • gas: 967 MJ at 1.956 c/MJ
 • $95 fixed fee for service to the property.

If the customer pays before the due date, calculate the amount they paid including GST.
6. A family’s electricity usage is shown in the following table.

Tariff Bill days
Current 
reading

Previous 
reading Total usage

Charge/rate
c/kWh

Peak 90 58 973 58 615   29.05

Off-peak 90 8569 8028   15.59

Service to property 90 $1.08/day

The total cost for their electricity usage, including GST and correct to the nearest 5 cents, is:
A. $188.35 B. $269.00 C. $285.55
D. $314.09 E. $366.20
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 7.  WE2  Calculate the water rates for a home with the following usage and fixed charges.

Bill details as of 31 March   Value Price

Water service charge 1 Jan to 31 Mar 22.51  

Sewerage service charge 1 Jan to 31 Mar 145.90  

Storm water 1 Jan to 31 Mar 18.70  

  Volume (L) Charge/kL  

Water usage 58 000 $2.00/kL  

Recycled water usage 39 000 $1.79/kL  

 8. A customer pays $245.85 for their water bill for 3 months. They are charged a fixed service fee of 
$180.30. The charge/kL is $1.95. The customer does not have recycled water service. Calculate the 
amount of water used by the customer for the 3 months. Give your answer correct to 2 decimal places.

9.  WE3  A council municipality plans to raise $12 million, and there is $1.8 billion in capital improved 
value in the municipality. Calculate the payable council rates for a property with $275 000 capital 
improved value.

10. The council rates for a home that has a capital improved value of $325 000 are $1950.
a. Calculate the rate in the dollar charged by the council.
b. Calculate the amount of revenue the council intends to collect if the total amount of capital improved 

value for the municipality is $2.67 billion.

Problem solving, reasoning and justification
11. A customer has a choice between two electricity plans, A and B. The two plans are shown below.

Plan A Plan B

Charge/rate Charge/rate

All day 12.03 c/kWh Off-peak (11 pm – 7 am) 9.08 c/kWh

    Peak 13.01 c/KWh

Service to property $1.01/day Service to property $0.99/day

Pay on time discount 15% Pay on time discount 12%

The customer’s energy usage over for 90 billing days is 534 (peak  
time), 757 (off-peak time).

Which plan would be the most cost-effective for the customer?  
Justify your answer by calculating the electricity costs for each  
plan for if the customer pays on time and if he doesn’t pay on  
time. 

12. Here is an incomplete water bill received by a household.

Bill details as of 30 June   Value Price

Water service charge 1 Apr to 30 Jun 23.80  

Sewerage service charge 1 Apr to 30 Jun 150.20  

Storm water 1 Apr to 30 Jun 17.95  

  Volume (L) Charge/kL  

Water usage 64 000   130.56

Recycled water usage 38 000    

    Total: $393.57
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a. Complete the water bill by filling in the missing values.
As of 1 July, the charges per kL will increase by 4%, the water service charge will increase by 
$2.50, and the sewerage service charge will increase by $1.50.

b. Calculate the new charges for water usage.
c. Determine the percentage increase for water and sewerage service charges. Give your answers 

correct to 2 decimal places.
d. By what percentage will the average water bill increase (assuming water usage remains the same)? 

Give your answer correct to 2 decimal places.
13. A family has both electricity and gas connected to their house. Their average electricity usage for 90 

billing days is 987 kWh and their average gas usage is 1650 MJ per month (30 days). Service to 
property charges are the same for both providers. The family decides to change providers. They have 
the following choices:
Choice 1: Separate energy providers
 • Electricity: all day rate 10.03 c/kWh
 • Pay on time discount (electricity only): 12.5%
 • Gas: all day rate 1.89 c/MJ

Choice 2: Bundle both electricity and gas with one provider; receive the following discounts
 • 17% discount on gas
 • 10% discount on electricity
 • Electricity daily rate: 12.01 c/kWh
 • Gas daily rate: 2.03 c/MJ

Which choice will be the most cost-effective for the family, assuming they always pay on time?
14. A council plans to raise $7.5 million in revenue. The capital improved value of home owners in the 

council area is $2.5 billion. To calculate the rate in the dollar, the council performs the following 

calculation: 7.5
2.5

= 3.

The capital improved value on a particular home is $175 000.
To calculate the council rates owing for that home, a council worker performs the following  

calculation: 3
100

× 175 000 = $5250.

The homeowner complains that the rates are far too high. Is there an error in the calculation per-
formed by the council and/or by the council worker? Justify your answer by calculating the council 
rates for the rate payer’s property.

15. A family household’s bills for 3 months (1 quarter) are shown.

Electricity bill

Tariff Bill days
Current 
reading

Previous 
reading Total usage

Charge/rate
(c/kWh)

Peak 90 12 589 11 902   31.08

Off-peak 90 2058 1511   14.05

Service to property 90 $1.075/day

Water bill

Bill details as of 31 March   Value Price

Water service charge 1 Jan to 31 Mar 22.51

Sewerage service charge 1 Jan to 31 Mar 145.90

Storm water 1 Jan to 31 Mar 18.70
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Bill details as of 31 March   Value Price

  Volume (kL) Charge/kL

Water usage 55 $2.00/kL

Recycled water usage 35 $1.79/kL

Council rates
Capital improved value $280 000, rate in the dollar 0.008
a. Show that the quarterly council rate instalment is $560.
b. Calculate the amount that the family spends on electricity, water and council rates for the quarter. 

(Remember to include GST where relevant.)
c. The family’s monthly net income is $6019.35 (after tax). Calculate the percentage of their income 

that goes towards paying the household bills. Give your answer correct to 2 decimal places.
d. If the family wishes to reduce their household bills, what advice would you give?

10.3 Purchasing, running and maintaining 
a  vehicle
10.3.1 Planning for the purchase of a vehicle

 • Buying a vehicle for the first time can be very exciting. However, it pays to do research and know 
exactly which type of vehicle will best suit your needs. For example, do you need a small, medium-
sized or large vehicle? How many seats, and how big an 
engine?

 • There are many costs associated with buying a vehicle, 
but the primary cost is the purchase price or sale price.

 • The advertised price for the vehicle is not always the 
sale price. Many vehicle dealerships are willing to 
negotiate on price or match other competitive prices for 
a similar or same model vehicle. It is important to know 
how much the vehicle is worth and then shop around for 
the best price.

Paying for the vehicle
 • There are many financial institutions that offer loans to purchase vehicles. It is also possible to obtain 

finance through vehicle dealerships. However, as with all loans, it is important to know exactly how 
much interest is charged and what additional costs apply, such as administration fees and loan servic-
ing fees. It is worth noting that if the customer does not meet the loan repayments, then the vehicle 
maybe repossessed by the dealership or financial institution.

 • A comparison rate gives a more accurate indication of the interest rate for the loan. It includes all the 
additional fees in the calculation.

 • At times, 0% finance is advertised for the purchase of a vehicle. This means that there is no interest 
being charged on the loan. However, this type of finance may only apply to certain models and the 
sale price may not be negotiable.

Interactivity: Car loans (int-6913)
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10.3.2 On-road costs for new and used vehicles
 • In addition to the purchase price, there are other costs associated with buying a vehicle.
 • A registration fee is a combination of administration fees, taxes and charges paid to legally drive a 

vehicle on the roads. Registered vehicles have number plates that help emergency services identify 
who the vehicle belongs to and help transport authorities keep track of vehicle ownership.

 • Registration costs depend on the type of vehicle and the location.
 • Vehicle insurance covers the costs associated with vehicle accidents, such as repairs, replacement 

vehicles and medical expenses. The different types of vehicle insurance available are:
–  compulsory third-party (CTP) — mandatory insurance to cover personal injuries in motor vehicle 

accidents. This is required in all states and territories of Australia. It covers any person whom you 
might injure while you are driving. In New South Wales, CTP is required before a vehicle can be 
 registered.

–  comprehensive — covers damage to your own vehicle and other people’s property, as well as theft 
and some other risks, plus legal costs

WORKED EXAMPLE 4

A customer takes out a loan to purchase a car for $15 090. The monthly repayments are $294.26 
and the loan is for 5 years. The customer pays a 10% deposit. Calculate:
a the deposit paid
b the total amount paid for the car
c the interest rate charged for the loan.

THINK WRITE

a 1 Find 10% of $15 090. 10
100

× 15 090 = 1509

2 Answer the question. The deposit paid is $1509.

b 1 Find the total amount paid in repayments. Monthly repayments = $294.26 for 5 years
$294.26 × 12 × 5 = $17 655.30

2 Calculate the amount paid for the car by 
adding the deposit paid to the total amount 
in monthly repayments.

Amount paid for the car = $1509 + $17 655.30 
= $19 164.30

3 Answer the question. The total amount paid for the car is $19 164.30

c 1 Find the principal by subtracting the deposit 
from the amount borrowed.

$15 090 − $1509 = $13 581

2 Find the interest paid for the car by 
subtracting the principal from the total 
amount in monthly repayments.

Interest = $17 655.30 − $13 581
= $4074.30

3 Use the formula I = PRT
100

 to find the rate.

P = $13 581, I = $4074.30, T = 5

4074.30 = 13 581 × R × 5
100

407 430 = 13 581 × R × 5
407 430

13 581 × 5
= R

R = 6%

4 Answer the question. The interest rate charged is 6% per year.
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–  third-party property — covers damage to other people’s property and legal costs, but not damage 
to your own vehicle

–  third-party fire and theft — third-party property with some add-on features that cover your 
 vehicle.

 • The cost of vehicle insurance depends on the driver’s experience, the type of vehicle, the address 
where the vehicle is kept and the type of insurance required.

 • For comprehensive insurance, vehicles can be insured at the market value (the vehicle’s current value) 
or the agreed value (a value that is agreed on by the owner and insurer).

 • There is an excess cost for insurance claims. This is the 
cost the insured drive needs to pay before the claim is 
processed. Drivers under a certain age usually have to 
pay higher excess costs for insurance claims. 

 • Stamp duty is a tax levied by all Australian states and 
territories on purchases of property such as homes, land 
and vehicles. The tax rate for stamp duty differs between 
states. In New South Wales, the stamp duty payable on 
vehicles is currently:

$44 999 or less — 3 per cent ($3 per $100)
$45 000 or more — $1350, plus $5 per $100 over $45 000.

WORKED EXAMPLE 5

Calculate the amount of stamp duty to be paid for the following vehicle purchases.
a $14 560
b $54 990

THINK WRITE

a 1 Determine the percentage to be paid The vehicle costs less than $44 999.
Therefore, the percentage is 3%.

2 Calculate 3% of the vehicle purchase price. 3
100

× 14 560 = $436.80

3 Answer the question. The stamp duty to be paid on a vehicle 
 purchased for $14 560 is $436.80.

b 1 Determine the percentage to be paid The vehicle costs more than $45 000.
Therefore, the percentage is 5%.

2 Calculate the amount of money over $45 00 
to be charged.

54 990 − 45 000 = $9990

3 Calculate 5% of $9990. 0.05 × 9990 = $499.50

4 Add $1350 to the value calculated in step 3. $499.50 + 1350 = $1849.50

5 Answer the question. The stamp duty to be paid on a vehicle purchased 
for $54 990 is $1849.50.
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10.3.3 Sustainability, fuel consumption rates, servicing and tyres
 • The running costs of a vehicle include the fuel consumption and maintenance. The latter includes the 

cost to service the vehicle and replace the tyres.
 • Fuel consumption rates show the amount of fuel (petrol or diesel) used per 100 km. For example, 

7.8 L/100 km means that the vehicle uses an average of 7.8 litres of fuel for every 100 km travelled.
 • Fuel consumption rates will vary depending on the type of driving. Driving in city areas usually uses 

more fuel because of the constant stopping and starting. Driving on freeways, where the speed trav-
elled is more constant, generally has a lower fuel consumption rate.

 • Vehicles require servicing by experienced mechanics to maintain performance. Serviced vehicles gen-
erally perform more efficiently and therefore cost less to run.

 • The cost of servicing a vehicle varies according to the distance travelled and general wear on moving 
parts such as brakes. Services are generally required every 10 000–15 000 km, depending on the manu-
facturer’s guidelines.

 • The service cost will include the cost to replace parts and labour.

WORKED EXAMPLE 6

A vehicle travels 580 km and uses 62 litres of fuel. Calculate the fuel consumption rate in 
L/100 km. Give your answer correct to 2 decimal places.

THINK WRITE

1 Divide the total distance travelled by 100 km  
(this gives the distance as 100 km lots).

580
100

= 5.8

2 Divide the amount of fuel, in litres by the answer 
in step 1. Round to 2 decimal places.

62
5.8

= 10.6896

≈ 10.69

3 Answer question The fuel consumption rate is 10.69 L/100 km.

WORKED EXAMPLE 7

A driver travels on average 450 km every week.
a If the vehicle requires servicing every 15 000 km, how often will this vehicle need servicing over 

3 years?
b At the first 15 000 km service, the vehicle needs the following parts. (The prices for the parts 

include GST).
 • Oil filter $30
 • Fuel filter $25
 • Oil $35
 • Windscreen wiper blades $15

The service will take 3 hours of labour at $105 excluding GST.
Calculate the cost for the first 15 000 km service.

THINK WRITE

a 1 Calculate the number of weeks the driver takes 
to travel 15 000 km.

15 000
450

= 33.33

2 Calculate the number of weeks in 3 years. 52 × 3 = 156
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 • Tyres help keep a vehicle on the road and are subject to road- 
worthy inspection by police. Vehicles without the regulated  
amount of tyre tread are deemed unsafe, and the owner is  
required to have the tyres replaced.

 • The wear on tyres depends on the driving conditions, such as  
the road surface, vehicle performance and style of driving.

 • The tyres are usually checked during routine vehicle servicing  
to ensure that they safe to drive on and wearing evenly. If there  
is an issue with the vehicle’s steering alignment, the tyres may  
wear more on one side.

 • There are many different qualities and style of tyres available  
on the market at varying costs.

3 Divide the number in step 2 by the number  
in step 1.

156
33.33

= 4.68

4 Answer the question. The number of 15 000 km services in  
3 years is 4.

b 1 Calculate the labour costs. 3 ×  $ 105 = $315
Add 10% GST:
10% of $315 = $31.50
Labour costs = $315 + $31.50

= $346.50

2 Calculate the cost of parts. $30 + 25 + 35 + 15 = $105

3 Add the labour costs to the cost of the parts. $105 + $346.50 = $451.50

4 Answer the question. The total cost for the first 15 000 km service 
is $451.50.

WORKED EXAMPLE 8

For a particular brand of tyres, the manufacturer recommends replacement after 40 000 km.  
A driver using these tyres travels an average of 550 km each week. How many times should she 
expect to replace her tyres in 5 years?

THINK WRITE

1 Find the number of weeks it takes to travel 
40 000 km. Divide 40 000 km by the average 
weekly distance.

40 000
550

= 72.73

2 Find the number of years by dividing the answer 
by 52. 

72.73
52

= 1.398

3 Find the number of times in 5 years by dividing 5 
by the answer from step 2.

5
1.398

= 3.576

4 Answer the question. In 5 years she should expect to replace her 
tyres 3 times.
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10.3.4 Calculate and compare the cost of purchasing  
different vehicles using a spreadsheet

 • A spreadsheet can be used to calculate and compare the cost of purchasing different vehicles.
 • There are many available resources that compare vehicle performance and costs.
 • To compare vehicles it is important to compare similar vehicles and common elements, such as fuel 

consumption and servicing costs.
 • Registration and insurance costs will vary due to other factors, such as location of the vehicle and state 

of registration.

WORKED EXAMPLE 9

Using a spreadsheet, which one of the following three cars is the most cost-effective to buy? 
Assume that the average distance travelled each year is 15 000 km, the average price of fuel per 
litre is $1.20, and all of the cars have the same safety rating.

Four-door sedan 1.6 litre engine

Model Sale price
Fuel consumption 

(L/100 km) Servicing (km)
Average service 

costs
Car A $15 480 8.2 15 000 $450

Car B $16 250 7.5 20 000 $350

Car C $14 999 9.8 10 000 $475

THINK WRITE

1 Create a spread-
sheet.

A

1

2

3

4

Vehicle Sales price
Servicing

(km)

Average
service
costs

Fule
consumption
(L/100 km)

Car A 8.2 15 000

20 000

10 000

7.5

9.8

Car B

Car C

$15 480.00
$16 250.00

$14 999.00

$450.00
$350.00

$475.00

B C D E

2 Calculate the 
number of litres 
used (on average) 
for one year of 
driving.

Average distance travelled = 15 000 km

Number of 100 km units: 15 000
100

= 150

Insert the formula ‘ = 150*C2’ into cell F2:
Copy the formula into cells F3 and F4.

3 Calculate the cost to 
fuel the car for one 
year at $1.20/L.

Enter the formula ‘ = F2*1.2’ into cell G2
Copy the formula into cells G3 and G4.

A

1

2

3

4

Vehicle Sales price
Servicing

(km)

Average
service
costs

Litres/
years Fule cost

Fule
consumption
(L/100 km)

Car A 8.2 15 000

20 000

10 000

1230

1125

1470

7.5

9.8

Car B

Car C

$15 480.00

$16 250.00

$14 999.00

$450.00

$350.00

$475.00

$1476.00

$1350.00

$1764.00
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Exercise 10.3 Purchasing, running and maintaining a vehicle
Understanding, fluency and communicating
1.  WE4  A customer takes out a loan to purchase a car for $17 995. The monthly repayments are $313.38 

and the loan is for 5 years. The customer pays a 10% deposit. Calculate:
a. the deposit paid
b. the total amount paid for the car
c. the interest rate charged for the loan, correct to 2 decimal places.

2. A $24 995 car is purchased through finance of 5.99% per annum. A 10% deposit is paid plus monthly 
repayments for 5 years. Calculate:
a. the amount borrowed for the car (principal)
b. the monthly repayments for the 5 years
c. the total amount paid for the car.

3.  WE5  Stamp duty payable on the purchase of vehicles is:
$44 999 or less — 3 percent ($3 per $100)
$45 000 or more — $1350, plus $5 per $100 over $45 000
Calculate the amount of stamp duty to be paid for the following vehicle purchases.
a. $22 995 b. $65 890

4. The stamp duty paid for a vehicle was $250. Determine the price paid for the vehicle.
5.  WE6  A vehicle travels 640 km and uses 58 litres of fuel. Calculate the fuel consumption rate in 

L/100 km. Give your answer correct to 2 decimal places.

4 Calculate the 
servicing costs. To 
compare the costs, 
we need to find the 
proportional service 
costs by dividing the 
average distance 
travelled 
(15 000 km) by the 
service distance for 
each car, then 
multiply by the 
average service 
costs.

Enter the formula ‘ = 15 000/D2*E2’ into cell H2.
Copy the formula into cells H3 and H4.

A

1

2

3

4

Vehicle Sales price
Servicing

(km)

Average
service
costs

Litres/
years Fule cost

Fule
consumption
(L/100 km)

Car A 8.2 15 000
20 000

10 000

1230
1125

1470

7.5

9.8

Car B
Car C

$15 480.00
$16 250.00

$14 999.00

$450.00
$350.00

$475.00

$450.00
$262.00

$712.00

$1476.00
$1350.00

$1764.00

B C D E F G H

Service
cost

5 Calculate the total 
cost for each car 
over the year.

Insert the formula ‘ = B2 + G2 + H2’ into cell I2.
Copy the formula into cells I3 and I4.

6 Answer the 
 question.

The most cost-effective car to buy is Car A, with an overall annual cost in 
the first year of $17 406.

A

1

2

3

4

Vehicle Sales price
Servicing

(km)

Average
svervice

costs
Litres/
years Fule cost Total cost

Fule
consumption
(L/100 km)

Car A 8.2 15 000
20 000

10 000

1230
1125

1470

7.5

9.8

Car B
Car C

$15 480.00
$16 250.00

$14 999.00

$450.00
$350.00

$475.00

$450.00
$262.00

$712.00

$1476.00
$1350.00

$1764.00

$17 406.00
$17 862.50

$17 475.50

B C D E F G H I

Service
cost
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6. A vehicle’s fuel consumption rate for a journey was calculated at 8.9 L/100 km. If the vehicle used a 
total of 71 L of fuel for the journey, how far in km did it travel? Give your answer to the nearest 
whole number.

7. A family is on a road trip. The vehicle they 
are travelling in averages 765 km for 99 L 
of fuel.
a. Calculate the fuel consumption rate 

correct to 2 decimal places.
b. If the average fuel price is $1.34/L, 

calculate the cost per 100 km.
8.  WE7  A driver travels on average 350 km 

every week.
a. If the vehicle requires servicing every 

10 000 km, how often will his vehicle 
need servicing over 2 years?

b. At the first 10 000 km service, the 
vehicle needs the following parts and labour. (The prices for the parts include GST.)
• Oil filter $20
• Fuel filter $35
• Oil $40
• Windscreen wiper blades $10
• 2.5 hours labour at $85 excluding GST
Calculate the cost for the first 10 000 km service.

9.  WE8  For a particular brand of tyres, the manufacturer recommends replacement after 35 000 km. A 
driver using these tyres travels an average of 2050 km each month. How many times should she expect 
to replace her tyres in 10 years?

10. A vehicle’s average fuel consumption is 9.8 L/100 km. The driver fills the tank with 65 litres of fuel. 
The average number of kilometres she can travel before the tank is empty is:
A. 6.63 B. 65 C. 151 D. 637 E. 663

Problem solving, reasoning and justification
11.  WE9  Using a spreadsheet, which one of the following three cars is the most cost-effective to buy? 

Assume that the average distance travelled each year is 15 000 km and the cost of fuel is $1.15.

Four-door sedan (medium size car)

Model Sale price
Fuel consumption 

(L/100 km) Servicing (km)
Average 

service costs

Car A $37 990 12.7 15 000 $255

Car B $36 748  8.6 20 000 $595

Car C $38 490 10.5 10 000 $235

12. A female 19-year-old driver has three options to purchase comprehensive car insurance for a small car 
that will be parked in a locked garage in a suburban property. All options include replacing her car, 
providing transportation if car is unable to be driven, and costs for injuries for all passengers.
Option A: $1143, $850 excess, 10% online discount
Option B: $1149, $850 excess
Option C: $1155, $800 excess, 15% online discount
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The excess fee is the amount that is paid to the insurer if a claim is made.
Which option is the most cost-effective?

13. The fuel consumption for a vehicle travelling in city traffic is recorded as 9.8 L/100 km. When travel-
ling along highways, the fuel consumption is recorded as 7.5 L/100 km.
a. Show that the average fuel consumption is 8.65 L/100 km.
b. The vehicle travels 126 km along city roads and 458 km along the highway. Calculate the total 

number of litres of fuel used, correct to 1 decimal place.
c. The cost of fuel is $1.25 per litre. Calculate the actual cost of fuel, correct to the nearest cent.
d. When calculating the fuel costs using the average fuel consumption, the value is different to the 

actual cost. Explain why.
14. A vehicle is purchased for $24 980 through finance that attracts 6% interest for 5 years. The owner 

pays a 10% deposit and then pays $496.28 monthly. This value for the monthly replayments includes 
a $250 one-off administration fee to set up the loan and a monthly $5 loan-servicing fee. Show that 
the comparison rate for the loan is 6.489% per annum.

15. A person is looking to buy a new car. The person drives to work in the city, a return distance of 45 km, 
Monday to Friday. On the weekend, the person drives along a major highway to visit a relative who 
lives in a regional town 112.5 km from the city and.

Car

Fuel consumption for city 
driving

(L/100 km)

Fuel consumption for 
highway driving

(L/100 km)
Average fuel consumption

(L/100 km)

A 12.5 7.8

B 11.2 8.5

a. Calculate the average fuel consumption for both cars.
b. Based on the weekly distances driven by the person, which car would be most cost-effective to 

purchase? Justify your answer using calculations.
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10.4 Budgeting
10.4.1 Monthly income

 • A budget is a list of all planned income and costs. A budget can be prepared for long periods of time, 
but for individuals it is usually a monthly plan.

 • In order to create a monthly budget, monthly income and expenses need to be known.

 • Monthly income is 1

12
 of total annual income.

10.4.2 Fixed and discretionary spending
 • Fixed spending is spending that occurs every month (or week, fortnight, year or other period) of the 

same amount. Examples of fixed spending are rent, school fees, health insurance and vehicle insurance.
 • Discretionary spending is spending that occurs from time to time and is not a fixed amount. Exam-

ples of discretionary spending are food, clothing, entertainment and medical bills.

WORKED EXAMPLE 10

Calculate the monthly income of a worker who has an annual salary of $71 400 and earns $1590 
each year in bank interest.

THINK WRITE

1 Find the total annual income after tax 
as the sum of salary and bank interest.

Total annual income after tax = 71 400 + 1590
= 72 990

2 Find the total monthly income after tax 
by dividing the answer in step 1 by 12.

Total monthly income after tax = 72 990
12

 

= 6082.50

3 Answer the question. The worker’s monthly income after tax is $6082.50.

WORKED EXAMPLE 11

Determine the total monthly spending from the following list of fixed and discretionary spending. 
The discretionary spending represent the amounts spent in a month.

Fixed spending Discretionary spending

Item Frequency Amount Item Amount

Rent Weekly $230 Food $423

Health insurance Monthly $78 Clothing $107

Vehicle registration Yearly $620 Entertainment $85

Vehicle insurance Yearly $389 Car repairs $325
UNCORRECTED P
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10.4.3 Preparing a personal budget
 • Personal budgets can be prepared using spreadsheets to calculate the total fixed and discretionary 

spending for each month and subtract this from the net monthly income.
 • A profit is made when the net monthly income is greater (more) than the total monthly spending.
 • A loss is made when the net monthly income is less than the total monthly spending.

THINK WRITE

1 Convert any weekly spending 
to monthly spending by 
multiplying by 52

12
. The only 

weekly cost is rent of $230.

Monthly rent = 230 × 52
12

= 996.67

(correct to 2 decimal places)

2  • Add up the annual spend-
ing. The annual spending 
are vehicle registration and 
insurance (620 + 389).

 • Convert the annual spending 
to monthly spending by 
dividing by 12.

Annual spending = 620 + 389
= 1009

Monthly cost = 1009
12

= 84.08

(correct to 2 decimal places)

3 Find the total fixed spending 
by adding the numbers from 
steps 1 and 2 to the monthly 
fixed cost of health insurance 
($78).

Total monthly fixed spending = 996.67 + 84.08 + 78 
= 1158.75

4 Find the total discretionary 
spending by adding up the 
numbers in the last column of 
the table.

Total monthly discretionary spending = 423 + 107 + 85 + 325
= 940

5 To find the total monthly 
spending, add the total fixed 
spending to the total discre-
tionary spending obtained in 
step 4.

Total monthly spending = fixed spending + discretionary spending
= 940 + 1158.75
= 2098.75

6 Answer the question. Total spending are $2098.75 per month.

Interactivity: Budgeting (int-6914)

 RESOURCES
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 WORKED EXAMPLE 12 

 A nurse’s net annual salary is   $59 500  . Her spending is shown in the following table.  

   Spending description      Amount   
  Rent (monthly)      $658    
  Electricity (quarterly)      $295    
  Water usage (quarterly)      $150    
  Health insurance (monthly)      $205    
  Car fi nance (fortnightly)      $172.50    
  Vehicle registration (yearly)      $595    

  Vehicle insurance (1
2
 -yearly)      $680    

  Food (weekly)       $75    
  Entertainment (monthly)      $200    
  Fuel (weekly)       $68    

 Using a spreadsheet, determine whether the nurse has a profi t or loss at the end of each month. 

  THINK     WRITE  

  1      Calculate the monthly costs. 
 For yearly, divide by   12  . 

 For   1
2
  -yearly, divide by   6  . 

 For weekly, multiply by   52  , then divide 
by   12  . 
 For quarterly, divide by   3  . 
 For fortnightly, multiply by   26  , then 
divide by   12  .   

   Insert the formulas  
‘ = (cell in column B)/12’

    

‘ = (cell in column B)/6
‘ = (cell in column B)*52/12’
‘ = (cell in column B)/3
‘ = (cell in column B)*26/12’.

     

 

A

1

2

3

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

Spending description
Monthly
expenses

Rent (monthly)

$113.33

$325.00

$294.67

$200.00

$205.00

$373.75

$49.58

$658.00

$98.33

$50.00

Electricity (quaterly)

Fuel (weekly)

Entertainment (monthly)

Food (weekly)

Vehicle insurance (1/2 yearly)

Vehicle registration (yearly)

Car finance (fortnightly)

Health insurance (monthly)

Water usage (quaterly)

Amount

$680.00

$75.00

$68.00

$200.00

$205.00

$172.50

$595.00

$658.00

$295.00

$150.00

B C

   

  2      Calculate the total monthly spending.      Create a new row: ‘total monthly spending’.  

  Insert ‘  = sum (C2:C11)  ’ into cell   C12  .   

  3      Calculate the net annual income.      Create new row   A13  : ‘Net annual income’.  

  Insert ‘  59 500  ’ into   B13  .  

  Insert ‘  = B13/12  ’ into   C13  .   
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Exercise 10.4 Budgeting

Understanding, fluency and communicating
1.  WE10  Calculate the net monthly income of a worker who has an net annual salary of $63 200 and 

earns $3745 each year in bank interest.
2. A person earns $74 600 net annual salary and also receives a bonus payment from their employer of 

$3500. They have a fortnightly salary of:
A. $1501.92 b. $3003.85 C. $3124.00 D. $6369.23 e. $6484.00

3. A bank teller earns $1100 per week (after tax) plus $2200 per year in bank interest (after tax). Find 
her net monthly income.

4. Complete the following table.

Net annual salary
Total net annual 

investment income
Total net monthly 

income
a. $70 500  $4 812
b. $81 234 $10 387
c. $90 349  $9 885
d. $24 500 $42 500

5.  WE11  Determine the total monthly cost from the following list of fixed and discretionary spending. 
The discretionary spending represent the amounts spent in a month.

 Fixed spending Discretionary spending
Item Frequency Amount Item Amount
Rent Weekly $205 Food $494
Health insurance Monthly $89 Clothing $205
Vehicle registration Yearly $540 Entertainment $123
Vehicle insurance Yearly $499 Car repairs $72

THINK WRITE

4 Calculate the profit/loss for the month. Insert ‘ = C13 − C12’.

A

1
2

3

11
12

13

14

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

Spending description
Monthly
expenses

Rent (monthly)

$113.33

$325.00

$294.67

$2 367.67

$4 958.33
$2 590.67

$200.00

$205.00

$373.75

$49.58

$658.00

$98.33
$50.00

Electricity (quaterly)

Fuel (weekly)

Monthly expenses

Net monthly income
Profit/loss

Entertainment (monthly)

Food (weekly)

Vehicle insurance (1/2 yearly)

Vehicle registration (yearly)

Car finance (fortnightly)

Health insurance (monthly)

Water usage (quaterly)

Amount

$680.00

$75.00

$68.00

$59 500.00

$200.00

$205.00

$172.00

$595.00

$658.00

$295.00

$150.00

B C

5 Answer the question. She makes a profit of $2590.67.
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6. A baker earns $18.50 an hour after tax. She works an  
average of 38 hours a week plus 7 hours overtime, paid  
at time and a half. Her monthly spending is 47% of her net 
monthly income. Calculate how much she spends. 

7. Determine the total monthly cost from the following list of 
fixed and discretionary spending. The discretionary spending 
represent the amounts spent in a month.

Fixed spending Discretionary spending

Item Frequency Amount Item Amount

Home mortgage Monthly $1254 Food $563

Health insurance Monthly $124 Clothing $321

Vehicle registration Yearly $702 Entertainment $389

Vehicle insurance Yearly $899 Car repairs $396

School fees Half-yearly $5300 Travel $1379

8.  MC  Which of the following can be considered as fixed costs?
a. Daughter’s speeding tickets b. Son’s soccer club membership
C. Wife’s shoe purchases d. Winter holiday cost
E. Father’s new dentures

9. Complete this table of income and costs for a family of five over 4 months.

Net annual 
salary

Net monthly bank 
interest

Monthly fixed 
spending

Monthly discretionary 
spending

Monthly 
profit

a. $73 700 $784 $3623 $2563

b. $73 700 $792 $3623 $639

c. $73 700 $804 $3623 $4456

d. $73 700 $823 $3623 $1065

10.  WE12  The net annual salary for a child care worker is $43 470. Her spending is shown in the following 
table.

Spending description Amount

Rent (weekly) $225

Electricity (quarterly) $150

Water usage (quarterly) $75

Travel to work (weekly) $60

Food (weekly) $45

Entertainment (monthly) $250

Using a spreadsheet, determine how much profit or loss the childcare worker has at the end of each 
month.
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Problem solving, reasoning and justification
11. The following information shows the spending and income for a couple.

Spending
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mortgage $672 per fortnight

Food $123 per week

Clothing $78 per week

Transport $35 per day

Entertainment $120 per week

Health insurance $200 per month

Car (insurance, registration, fuel, servicing) $600 per month

Net income
 

Partner A $1680 per fortnight

Partner B $1100 per week

a. Using a spreadsheet, calculate the total monthly spending.
b. Show that the couple make a monthly profit.

The couple would like to save to buy a house for sale for $350 000. To buy the house, they will 
need to make a 10% deposit.

c. If the couple’s spending does not change, how many months will it take to save the 10% deposit? 
Give your answer correct to 1 decimal place.

d. The couple’s financial adviser recommends they reduce their spending to be less than 50% of their 
net monthly income. Where should they adjust their spending? Justify your answer by using 
calculations.

12. The following shows a personal budget prepared by a graduate IT technician.

Item Frequency Amount Monthly

Rent Weekly 275 1100

Bills Monthly 145   145

Travel Monthly 350   350

Entertainment Monthly 330   330

Clothes Fortnightly 220   440

Insurance Yearly 1150     95.83

Monthly spending 2460.83

Monthly net income

Profit/loss 2355.92

a. Determine his monthly net income, and hence calculate his annual net income.
b. Find the percentage amount he spends of his net income. Give your answer correct to 2 decimal 

places.
c. He would like to save up for an overseas holiday and has budgeted $5500 for his trip. If he can save 

5% of his monthly net income, how many months will it take for him to have saved enough money 
for his trip?
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13. A family’s net annual income is $69 480. Their spending is shown in the following table.

Item Frequency Amount
Holiday/entertainment Yearly $4500

Mortgage Weekly $245

Insurance Yearly $1980

Car costs Monthly $950

Food Weekly $145

Electricity, water Quarterly $580

School fees Yearly $8500

Health insurance Monthly $368

a. Prepare a monthly budget and show whether the family is living within their means (i.e. making a profit).
b. The family needs to adjust their spending. By identifying the fixed and discretionary spending items, 

explain which items they should consider reducing.
14. A person’s monthly spending is $1850. His current spending is 55% of his net monthly income.

a. Determine his net monthly income and net annual salary.
b. If he gets paid an hourly rate of $22.50, how many hours a week does he work? Give your answer 

correct to 1 decimal place.
c. He gets a job that pays 4% more than he is currently earning. If his spending does not change, what 

percentage will his spending be of his net monthly income? Give your answer correct to 2 decimal 
places.

15. A family of four are going on an overseas holiday for  
6 weeks. They have saved $20 000 for the trip and  
recorded the costs for the essentials but don’t know how 
much to spend on food.

Item Cost
Passports $832

Flights $5668

Travel insurance $658

Accommodaton $245 per night

Food

a. They estimate food costs to be about $45 per day. How 
much money do they have remaining from the $20 000 to spend on their trip?

b. The family reassesses and decide to adjust their spending to save more money for their trip. Their 
monthly spending is $2585 and net monthly income is $4580. If they can save half of their monthly 
profit for 4 months, how much more money will they have for their overseas trip?

10.5 Review
10.5.1 Summary
In this chapter you have learnt:

 • how to interpret and use information about a household’s electricity, water or gas usage and council 
rates

 • how to calculate bills
 • how to prepare and plan for purchasing and running a vehicle
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 • about the different costs associates with running a vehicle, such as insurance, tyres and servicing
 • how to calculate financial costs associated with purchasing a vehicle
 • how to calculate stamp duty and fuel consumption for vehicles
 • how to use spreadsheets to compare similar vehicles
 • the definitions of fixed and discretionary spending
 • how to use spreadsheets to prepare a personal budget and determine whether a person has a profit or 

loss.

Exercise 10.5 Review

Understanding, fluency and communicating
1. The energy usage and rates for a household are as shown. There is a 25% discount for paying the bill 

before the due date. If the bill was paid before the due date, what was the amount paid? (Remember to 
include GST.)

electricity

Tariff bill days
Current 
reading

Previous 
reading Total usage

Charge/rate
(c/kWh)

All day 90 78 250 77 682 25.08

Service to property 90 $1.105/day

Gas

Tariff bill days
Current 
reading

Previous 
reading Total usage

Charge/rate
(c/MJ)

All day 90 8920 8138 2.452
Service to property 90 $0.985/day

A. $107.82 b. $241.90 C. $262.29 D. $349.73 e. $384.70
2. A household’s daily water usage is 1700 litres. The total water bill for 60 billing days is $392.12, 

which includes $187.10 for water services. Calculate the charge per kilolitre.
3. A worker’s net annual income is $34 105. The worker makes a monthly loss of $145. Calculate the 

monthly spending.
4. A vehicle is purchased for $18 570 on finance of 5.5% per annum for 3 years. A 10% deposit is paid 

and there are no other administration costs. Stamp duty payable on the purchase of vehicles is:

$44 999 or less — 3 per cent ($3  per  $100)
$45 000 or more — $1350, plus $5 per $100 over $45 000.

Calculate, correct to the nearest cent:
a. the monthly instalments cost
b. the stamp duty.

5. A car can travel 485 km on 68 litres of fuel. The fuel consumption in L/100 km for the car is:
A. 0.14 b. 7.01 C. 7.13 D. 13.60 e. 14.02

6. Complete the following table.

energy usage Charge/rate Cost
a. 987 kWh 19.02 c/kWh
b. 2058 MJ $53.28
c. 15.48 c/kWh $98.61
d. 5439 MJ 1.534 c/MJ
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7. According to the manufacturer’s guidelines, a vehicle has its 
four tyres replaced 3 times in 9 years. If the vehicle travels 
an average of 17 500  km each year, how many kilometres (on 
average) does the driver get out of a set of tyres? 

8. Which one of the following is not the responsibility of 
energy distributors?
A. Repairing and maintaining infrastructure
b. Ensuring supply is maintained
C. Ownership of energy infrastructure
D. Fixing issues of energy supply
e. Collecting payment for energy usage

9. The quarterly council rates for a property with capital improved value of $385 000 are $721.88.
a. Calculate the amount in the dollar charged annually by the council.
b. If the total capital improved value for all properties within the council municipality is $1.5 billion, 

calculate the amount of revenue the council plans to raise this year.
10.  MC  In determining the budget for a small business, which of the following can be considered a 

discretionary cost?
a. Rent b. Employee’s wages
C. Public liability insurance d. Fire insurance
E. An electricity bill

11. In its annual budget, the local council plans to raise $25 million in revenue to repair local 
infrastructure. The capital improvement for the area is valued at $1.5 billion. The council rate 
quarterly instalment for a rate payer whose house’s capital improved value is $475 000 is:
A. $712.50 b. $791.67 C. $1979.17 D. $2850.00 e. $7916.67

12. The monthly repayments for a car are $396.25 for 48 months.
a. Calculate the total repayment amount.
b. The interest charged was $3170 and the owner paid $2000 deposit. How much was the car purchased 

for?
13. Stamp duty payable on the purchase of vehicles is:

$44 999 or less — 3 per cent ($3  per  $100)
$45 000 or more — $1350, plus $5 per $100 over $45 000.

Calculate the stamp duty for each of the following.
a. A four-door sedan with a selling price of $24 580
b. A 4WD utility with a selling price of $54 950
c. A luxury sports car purchased for $62 985
d. A small four-door car purchased for $14 750

14. Calculate the monthly net income for each of the following.
a. A net annual income of $63 480
b. A weekly net income of $945.35
c. A fortnightly net income of $1450

15. The following shows the net annual incomes and monthly spending of 4 people. Calculate the profit/
loss for each person.

Net annual income Monthly spending Profit/loss

$51 890 $3950

$84 755 $8640

$75 120 $6580

$62 308 $4980
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16. Calculate, correct to 1 decimal place, the interest rates (% pa) charged on the following vehicle 
purchases.
a. Principal borrowed: $14 805; 48 monthly instalments of $363.96
b. Interest of $4568 on principal of $12 181, borrowed for 5 years

17. There is a 12% discount for customers who pay their energy bill before the due date. The energy 
usage of a customer is:
 • electricity: 875  kWh at 19.02  c/kWh
 • gas: 720  MJ at 2.034  c/MJ.

The customer is also charged a $112 fixed fee for service to the property.
If the customer pays before the due date, calculate the amount they paid, including GST.

18. Calculate the monthly running costs for the following vehicles. (Assume fuel costs $1.00/L.)

Vehicle

Fuel 
 consumption 
(L/100  km)

Tyres 
(every 

30 000  km)

Servicing 
(every 

15 000  km)
Insurance 
(yearly)

Registration 
(yearly)

Average 
distance 

travelled in 
1 year

Van 13.5 $550 $220 $558 $666.40 28 500

SUV 11.8 $870 $390 $680 $735.70 19 400

19. A person spends 65% of their net annual income. If their net annual income is $45 890, the amount of 
monthly profit they make is closest to:
A. $1338 b. $2486 C. $16 061 D. $29 828 e. $45 825

20. The sale price of a car is $22 580 (excluding on road costs). The buyer needs to pay stamp duty (3% 
of the sale price), a car dealership fee of $325 and a registration fee of $815.40. Calculate the total 
cost of the car.

Problem solving, reasoning and justification
21. A council raises its council rates by 5% to meet the growing costs associated with improving infra-

structure. Last year the council raised $19 million in revenue with total capital improved value $1.6 
billion.
a. Calculate the rate in the dollar for last year’s revenue.
b. Determine the amount of revenue the council plans to raise this year based on the 5% increase.
c. A rate payer’s council rates last year were $4135.25. Calculate this year’s council rates for this rate 

payer after the 5% increase.
Over the year, the capital improved value for properties in the municipality increased by 2.5% due 
to the property market.

d. Show that the rate in the dollar charged by the council for this year is 0.012.
e. Explain why the overall increase in the rate in the dollar is closer to 2.5% rather than the 5% stated 

by the council. Use calculations to support your explanation.
22. A finance consultant receives 0.75% commission (after 

tax) on all new loans, in addition to an annual net salary of 
$65 940. Over 3 months the consultant signs up $857 000 
of new loans. 
a. Calculate her monthly net income over the three months.
b. In one month she spends 73% of her spending on fixed 

items, so she has 27% of her spending available for 
discretionary items such as entertainment and clothing. If 
she makes a profit of $747.50, determine how much she 
spends on fixed and discretionary items.
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23. The monthly credit card spending of a family of four is $8650, which includes all bills and household 
expenses. Partner A’s annual net salary is $74 486 and Partner B’s fortnightly wage is $1685.
a. Calculate the partners’ net monthly salaries.
b. Show that the family spends approximately 88% of their net monthly income.

24. A person is saving for a new car priced at $31 910 (on-road costs). Their net annual income is $52 680 
and their monthly spending is shown in the table.

Item Amount

Mortgage $880

Electricity bills $158

Council rates $185

Travel to work $250

Food $120

Health insurance $225

Entertainment $250

a. Show that the person has a monthly profit.
The person pays $2000 deposit for the car and will borrow the remainder at 6.5% per annum for  
4 years with monthly repayments.

b. Calculate the principal borrowed.
c. Show that the monthly instalment is $785.14.
d. The annual registration and insurance costs will be $1625. Fuel costs will replace the person’s 

current spending on travel to work. Will they be able to afford to pay for the car? Justify your answer 
using calculations.

25. A family of five are going on a holiday. They have a choice of driving or flying. They can average 
650  km on 55 litres of fuel and the average cost of fuel is $1.41. The distance to their destination is 
1716.1 km. The cheapest one-way flight to their destination costs $219 per person.
a. Which option (driving or flying) is the most cost-effective for the family?
b. Which option would you advise them to choose? Support your advice by providing a positive and 

negative for each option.
26. In deciding on buying a new vehicle, a couple have narrowed down their selection to the following 

two vehicles. They decide they will base their decision on which vehicle will be the most cost-
effective. (Assume fuel costs $1.25/L.)

Vehicle Cost
Stamp 
duty Insurance

Fuel consumption 
(L/100  km) Servicing Registration

Vehicle A $28 840 $880.97   9.8 $219 every 
15 000  km

$789.40

Vehicle B $27 490 $953.59 10.1 $290 every 
10 000 km

$789.40

a. Explain why including registration does not change the overall cost-effectiveness of the vehicles.
b. Stamp duty payable on the purchase of vehicles is:

$44 999 or less — 3 per cent ($3 per $100)
$45 000 or more — $1350, plus $5 per $100 over $45 000.
Calculate the value of the stamp duty for each vehicle.

c. Use a spreadsheet to determine which vehicle they should choose.
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27. A household has two options for energy providers:

Option A
Charge/rate

(c/kWh) Option b
Charge/rate

(c/kWh)

Peak 31.91 Peak 36.66

Off-peak 14.080 Off-peak 19.43

Service to property $1.075/day Service to property $1.259/day

Pay on time discount 12% Pay on time discount 17.5%

Which option is the most cost-effective for the household? Justify your answer by calculating the costs 
for both options.

28. A retail worker receives an hourly rate of $22.05. In a fortnight, they work 74 hours at normal rate 
and 6 hours at penalty rate of 1.5. They pay $306 in tax.
a. Calculate their net monthly income.
b. After spending, the worker makes a 35% profit. Show that their monthly spending is $2146.51.
c. Of their spending, the worker spends 45% on fixed items and 55% on discretionary items. Calculate 

the total amount they spend on fixed items [per ?]
29. An electricity provider has informed customers that all rates will increase by 3% due to rising costs 

associated with the distributor improving infrastructure. The new and previous rates are shown.

electricity charges (charges based on meter reading)

billing period: 1 Apr – 30 Jun

Tariff
Meter 

no.
bill 
days

Current 
reading

Previous 
reading

Total 
usage

Charge/rate
(c/kWh)

$ exc. 
GST

$ inc. 
GST

Peak 1287 60
30

87 950
88 177

87 545
87 950

25.80
27.09

Off-peak 1287 60
30

14 780
14 970

14 395
14 780

11.40
11.97

Service to property 60 $1.017/day

30 $1.068/day

a. Calculate the total amount paid for the bill, including GST.
b. Calculate the daily energy usage (correct to 2 decimal places) and daily electricity cost.
c. Show that the provider’s claims of increasing rates by 3% are incorrect.

30. A family of 6 lives in a 5-bedroom house in the outer suburbs of a major city. They own two cars. 
Partner A uses one car to drive to the local train station; Partner B uses the other car to drive their 
children to school, sports training and holidays. 

They spend $165 on food each week. Their health insurance costs $368 per month, their house 
insurance costs $1580 a year, and their annual council rates are $3580. The children’s school fees total 
$2850 a year.

Partner A’s net annual salary is $74 805.
Partner B works part-time Monday–Friday as an administrator 

at a local law firm. Her hourly rate is $27.50 and her hours are 
9 am – 3 pm with a 45-minute lunch break. Her employer 
withholds $85 in PAYG tax each week.

Their bills and other expenses are shown on next page.
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electricity bill

billing period: 1 Jul to 30 Sep

Tariff
bill 
days

Current 
reading

Previous 
reading Total usage

Charge/rate
(c/kWh)

Peak 91 23 890 23 150 33.58

Off-peak 91 48 901 48 334 15.60

Service to property 91 $1.148/day

Water bill

bill details as of 30 September Value Price

Water service charge 1 Jul to 30 Sep 25.75

Sewerage service charge 1 Jul to 30 Sep 149.80

Storm water 1 Jul to 30 Sep 22.05

Volume (kL) Charge/kL

Water usage 65 $2.05/kL

Recycled water usage 45 $1.82/kL

Cars
Average fuel price: $1.31/litre

Vehicle

Fuel  
consumption
(L/100 km)

Registration 
(annually)

Insurance  
(6-monthly)

Servicing 
(every 

15 000 km)

Average 
distance 
travelled 
each year

Partner A 8.8 $568 $302 $250 12 500

Partner B 10.2 $568 $257 $320 17 500

a. Calculate their net monthly income.
b. Prepare a budget for the family.
c. To be solvent means to be able to pay one’s debts (expenses, bills). Are the family solvent? Justify 

your answer using your calculations.
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Answers
Exercise 10.2 Household expenses
1. $291.67

 2. a. $59.45 b. $28.13 c. $131.03 d. $113.42

3. 4768 kWh

 4. a. i. 30.54 c/kWh ii. $1.017 iii. 895 kWh

 b. i. $300.67 ii. $402.47

5. $159.63

6. D 7. $372.92 8. 33.62 kL 9. $1833.33

 10. a. 0.006  b. $16 020 000

11. Plan B is the better option for both when he pays on time ($220.03 compared to $230.20) and when he does not ($250.05 
compared to $270.83).

 12. a. bill details as of 30 June Value Price

Water service charge 1 Apr to 30 Jun  23.80  23.80

Sewerage service charge 1 Apr to 30 Jun 150.20 150.20

Storm water 1 Apr to 30 Jun  17.95  17.95

Volume (L) Charge/kL

Water usage 64 000 $2.04 130.56

Recycled water usage 38 000 $1.87  71.06

Total: $393.57

b. Water usage: $2.12; recycled water usage: $1.94

c. Water service charge increase: 10.50%; sewerage service charge increase: 1.00%

d. Average percentage increase: 2.99%

13. Choice 1

14. The council rate is incorrect. The council made an error in the first calculation for the rate in the dollar: 
7.5
2.5

= 3 should be 
7.5

2500
= 0.003. The rates for this property should be $525.

 15. a. Council rate: $280 000 × 0.008 = $2240

Quarterly instalment: 
2240

4
= $560

b. $1345.59

c. 22.35%

d. Answers may vary but could include the following.
The family could reduce their electricity bill by installing energy-saving light bulbs and turning off lights and power 

appliances at the power point. They could reduce their water usage by ensuring there are no leaking taps, reducing time 
spent in the shower, washing full loads of washing, and ensuring the dishwasher is full before turning it on.

Council rates are set and will not be reduced by changing household behaviours.

Exercise 10.3 Purchasing, running and maintaining a vehicle
 1. a. $1799.50  b. $20 602.30  c. 3.22% pa

 2. a. $22 495.50  b. $487.22  c. $31 732.40

 3. a. $689.85  b. $2394.50

15. $8333.33 16. 9.06 L/100 km 17. 798 km

 7. a. 12.94 L/100 km  b. $17.34

 8. a. 3 times  b. $338.75

18. 7 times 19. E 20. Car B 21. Option C

 13. a. 
9.8 + 7.5

2
= 8.65 L/100 km

b. 46.7 L

c. $58.38
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d. The average fuel consumption is a value that assumes equal distance (1 : 1) of driving under the two conditions (city and 
highway). In this case, the ratio of city to highway driving was 126 : 458 (1 : 3.6). This means the overall fuel consumption 
is lower than the average value would predict, because 3.6 times more driving took place at the lower fuel consumption.

14. Total paid for the car: $496.28 × 60 = $29 776.80

Deposit: 10% × $24 980 = $2498

Principal borrowed: $24 980 − 2498 = $22 482

Interest paid: $29 776.80 − 22 482 = $7294.80

                I = PRT
100

     7294.80 = 22 482 × R × 5
100

729 480
22 482 × 5

= R

               R = 6.489%

 15. a. Car A: 10.15 L/100 km

Car B: 9.85 L/100 km

b. Car B has a lower average fuel consumption (9.85 L/100 km) and will therefore be more cost-effective. (The average is 
valid here because the distances of city and highway driving come to the same value, 225 km.)

Exercise 10.4 Budgeting
1. $5578.88

2. B

3. $4950.00

4.  

Net annual salary
Total net annual 

investment income
Total net monthly 

income

$70 500  $4812 $6276.00

$81 234 $10 387 $7635.08

$90 349  $9 885 $8352.83

$24 500 $42 500 $5583.33

5. $1957.91

6. $1827.40

7. $5442.75

8. B

9.  Net annual 

salary

Net monthly 

bank interest

Monthly fixed 

spending

Monthly discretionary 

spending Monthly profit

a. $73 700 $784 $3623 $2563   $739.67

b. $73 700 $792 $3623  $639  $2671.67

c. $73 700 $804 $3623 $4456 −$1133.33

d. $73 700 $823 $3623 $1065  $2276.67

10. A profit of $1867.50

 11. a. $4711.58

b. The net monthly income of $8406.67 exceeds the monthly spending, for a monthly profit of $3695.09.

c. 9.5 months

d. Areas in which spending can be reduced (adjusted) include clothing, entertainment and food. Mortgage, health insurance 
and car registration/insurance are fixed spending.

 12. a. Monthly net income = $4816.75; annual net income = $57 801

b. 51.09%

c. 23 months
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 13. a. Item Frequency Amount Monthly cost

Holiday/entertainment Yearly $4500 $375.00

Mortgage Weekly  $245 $1061.67

Insurance Yearly $1980 $165.00

Car costs Monthly  $950 $950.00

Food Weekly  $145 $628.33

Electricity, water Quarterly  $580 $193.33

School fees Yearly $8500 $708.33

Health Insurance Monthly  $368 $368.00

Total $4449.67

Income Yearly $69 480 $5790.00

Profit $1340.33

b. Fixed Discretionary

Mortgage Holiday/entertainment

Insurance Car costs

Health insurance Food

School fees Electricity, water

The items they should consider reducing are the discretionary items, particularly the non-essential items: holidays and 
entertainment. These items do not have fixed costs, which means that the costs can be adjusted based on usage or need.

 14. a. Net monthly income: $3363.64; net annual salary: $40 363.64

c. 34.5 hours d. 52.88%

 15. a. $662  b. $3990

Exercise 10.5 Review
1. E 2. 2.01 c/kL 3. $2987.08

 4. a. $540.85  b. $557.10

5. E

6. 
Energy usage Charge/rate Cost

a. 987 kWh 19.02 c/kWh $187.73

b. 2058 MJ  2.589 c/MJ  $53.28

c. 637 kWh 15.48 c/kWh  $98.61

d. 5439 MJ  1.534 c/MJ  $83.43

7. 52 500 km

8. E

 9. a. 0.0075  b. $11 250 077.92

10. E

11. C

 12. a. $19 020  b. $17 850

 13. a. $737.40  b. $1847.50  c. $2249.25  d. $442.50

 14. a. $5290  b. $4096.52  c. $3141.67

15. 
Net annual income Monthly spending Profit/loss

$51 890 $3950 $374.17 profit

$84 755 $8640 −$1577.08 loss

$75 120 $6580 −$320 loss

$62 308 $4980 $212.33 profit
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 16. a. 4.5% pa  b. 7.5% pa

17. $283.70

18. Van: $6012.40; SUV: $4771.90

19. A

20. $24 397.80

21. a. 0.011 875

b. $19 950 000

c. $4342.01

d. Rate in the dollar: 
19 950 000

1 640 000 000
= 0.012

e. Property values increased by 2.5%, which was not included in the council’s initial calculations; 5 − 2.5 = 2.5%.

 22. a. $7637.50  b. Fixed: $5029.70; discretionary: $1860.30

 23. a. Partner A: $6207.17; Partner B: $3650.83
 b. 

8650
9858

× 100 ≈ 88%

 24. a. Monthly income − monthly spending = $4390 − $2068 = $2322

b. $29 910

c. Monthly repayments: 
7776.60 + 29 910

48
= $785.14

d. Yes, they will be able to pay for the car.

  Net monthly profit = $2322 –  (785.14 + 135.42) = $1401.44

 25. a. Driving

 b. Answers may vary. Driving is more cost-effective and will allow the family quality time together and see the country. Some 
possible positives and negatives are shown below.

Driving Flying

Positive Negative Positive Negative

Very cost-effective At least 17 hours of driving (at 
100 km/h)

Less travelling time than driving More costly than driving

Quality family time Passenger comfort Passenger comfort Time spent waiting at the 
airport for luggage, flight 
delays

Get to see the country Accommodation required for 
overnight stay (in both directions)

 26. a. Registration costs are the same for each vehicle, so they do not affect overall cost-effectiveness.

b. Vehicle A: $865.20; Vehicle B: $824.70

c. Vehicle B

27. Option A would be the cheapest plan for the household. All rates charged are less than option B after discounts are applied.

 28. a. $3302.33

 b. 0.65 × 3302.33 = $2146.51

 c. Fixed: $445.81; discretionary: $544.89

 29. a. $358.24

b. Daily usage 13.41 kWh; daily cost: $3.98

c. Rate increase:

Peak: 
27.09 − 25.80

25.80
× 100 = 5%

Off-peak: 
11.97 − 11.40

11.40
× 100 = 5%

Service to property: 
1.068 − 1.017

1.017
× 100 = 5%
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 30. a. Net monthly income: $8993.56

 b. 
Item Cost Frequency Monthly cost

Food $165.00 Weekly $715.00

Health insurance $368.00 Monthly $368.00

House insurance $1580.00 Yearly $131.67

School fees $2850.00 Yearly $237.50

Council rates $895.00 Quarterly $298.33

Electricity $441.41 Quarterly $161.85

Water $412.75 Quarterly $137.58

Car insurance $559.00 Half-yearly  $93.17

Car registration $1136.00 Yearly  $94.67

Fuel $3779.35 Yearly $314.95

Servicing $581.67 Yearly  $48.47

Total $2601.19

Net monthly income $8993.56

Profit $6392.37

 c. Yes, the family are solvent. Their net monthly income is greater than their spending ($6392.37 profit).
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